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Probing fundamental problems with lasers and cold atoms: An 
Indo-French workshop 

The study of the fundamental building 
blocks of nature is at a turning point. 
The standard model of particle physics, 
while highly successful, is destined to 
undergo several modifications and re
finements in the coming decades. Apart 
from a strong indication from neutrino 
physics, there are several foundational 
aspects, including compatibility with 
gravity, which need to be addressed. 
The experimental clues required to 
make progress in this field are expected 
mainly from three fronts. (a) accelera
tor-based experiments, which can ad
dress some of the issues directly, such 
as determination of particle mass spec
tra and direct detection of new particles; 
(b) cosmology and astrophysics; there 
are indirect deductions concerning im
portant Issues In particle physics (e.g. 
neutrino physics, unification physics 
etc.) derived from various astrophysical 
phenomena coupled with observations 
on the evolution of the Universe; and 
(c) high-precision, low-energy, labora
tory experiments on a small scale, with
out the use of accelerators. These non
accelerator particle physics (NAPP) 

experiments probe particle physics as
pects at very low energies, with great 
precision, to be able to make Important 
statements about phenomena at high 
energies. 

These high precision experiments are 
driven by novel ideas connecting up the 
world of high energies to that of very 
low energies by recognizing phenomena 
that necessarily involve low energy con
sequences of high-energy phenomena. 
Classic examples are proton decay as a 
consequence of grand unification phys
ics and parity violation 10 atoms as a 
consequence of weak interaction be
tween electrons and nucleus. 

Significant Indian contributions in 
NAPP-based experiments were made 
during the golden era of cosmic ray 
research. In fact, it is this effort which 
later laid the foundations for the current 
accelerator-based research by Indian 
physicists at international accelerator 
facilities. Observational high-energy 
astrophysIcs is now limited to gamma
ray observations and some air shower 
experiments. The potential inherent in 
NAPP experiments in the laboratory to 
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probe fundamental issues which may not 
be even possible to be addressed using 
accelerators is yet to be Widely recog
nized and practiced 10 Indian laborato
ries. 

Recent advances in precision meas
urements 10 atomic systems, laser cool
ing and trapping of atoms, trapping of 
single ions in electromagnetic traps, 
atomic interferometry, quantum photon 
interferometry, ultrasensitlve torsion 
balances, low temperature detectors, etc. 
are expected to contribute significantly 
to studies in aspects of particle physics 
in the next decade. With this in 
mind, and with a view to starttng new 
activities in non-accelerator physics 
with tools from atomic physics, optics 
and other techniques, a discussion 
meeting was organized in Bangalore by 
R. Cowsik in 1992. Subsequently a 
major international conference 
(ICNAPP 94) was also held in 1994 at 
the fndian Institute of Astrophysics 
(IIA) in Bangalore. 

DUfing the IX plan, the Idea of a cen
tre or laboratory for NAPP· activity 
gained momentum, and the need for a 
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nodal laboratory where research and 
training could be carried out in this 
fertile field has been generally wel
comed by many sentor phYSICIstS. One 
of the planned responsibilities of such a 
laboratory was to bring together physi
CiStS from India and the rest of the 
world for discussing frontier areas, 
which have substantial potential to 
probe fundamental problems In physics. 
An Indo-French workshop on 'ProbIng 
fundamental problems with lasers and 
cold atoms' was organized to catalyse 
the necessary awareness and interac
tions In one of the most active areas of 
current physics research, namely laser 
mantpUlatIOn, cooling and trapping of 
atoms and ions. The workshop attracted 
a large number of participants from 
India and France and has been recog
ntzed as the pIOneerIng meetIng which 
brought together a large number of 
phYSicists Interested in these fields. 

The workshop was sponsored by the 
Indo-French Centre for Promotion of 
Advanced "Research. Several institutions 
In Bangalore helped in its organizatIOn. 
The French government and embassy 
provided necessary support and encour
agement to enable the participation of 
Nobel-Laureate Cohen-TannoudJI In the 
workshop. Inaugurated on 3 January 
1999 by B. V. Sreekantan, who has 
made important contributions in cosmic 
ray-based particle phYSICS research, the 
workshop held at the library hall of IIA, 
continued at a hectic pace wIth large 
number of lectures, discussions, and 
interactIOns till 9 January. 

The study of atoms, of light and their 
mutual interactions has been among the 
most productive and influential areas of 
modern physical research. Apart from 
being the source for fundamental theo
nes lIke quantum mechanIcs, it has 
served as an effective testing ground for 

I physical theories through possibilities 
for high precIsion measurements as 
well. The development of lasers and the 
quest for ultra-high preciSIon spectros
copy resulted in developments starting 
in the mid-seventies culminatIng in re
cent spectacular achievements in ma
nipulatIng atoms with laser light. 

Many of these fundamental studies 
and applications benefit from freezing 
the natural thermal motion of gaseous 
atoms. Tremendous progress has been 
made in achieving this goal over the 
past two decades or so, exploiting the 
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fact that laser light could be used to 
manipulate atomic motion. Laser lIght 
can be employed to stop a moving atom, 
or to push an atom in a desired direc
tion. ResultIng slow beams, fountains 
and dense clouds of atoms serve as con
venient phYSical systems where ultra
hIgh precISIon measurements could be 
made. Atoms bathed In a multitude of 
laser beams can get trapped at the inter
section of the beams forming a dense, 
ultra-cold (nearly zero motIOn) cloud of 
gas. ThiS cloud can be mampulated In 
various ways to further freeze out mo
tIOn of individual atoms leading to 
spectacular physical phenomena like the 
Bose-Einstein condensation. 

A beam of atoms can be focussed on 
to a fine spot by pushing with lIght, and 
thIS has become an important tool for 
high-resolution lithography. The pos
sibilities of USing ultra-cold atoms are 
enormous and applIcations span from 
preCISIOn measurements of physical 
quantIties and fundamental constants to 
biology and medIcine. 

It is also possible to trap a single
charged atom (an ion) and then freeze 
Its motion USing laser light. Cold atoms 
and ions also serve as ideal systems of 
atomic clocks of unprecedented preci
sIon exceeding a part In 1017• 

Some of the pioneering Ideas which 
led to these remarkable developments in 
the last two decades were concei ved 
and elaborated by French physicists, 
under the leadership of Claude Cohen
TannoudjI who was awarded the Nobel 
Prize In 1997. Michele Leduc, the pres
ent director of the LaboratOlre Kastler 
Brossel (LKB), Ecole Normale Supe
neure, Pans where many of these dis
coveries were made, and Ramanath 
CowsIk, who has been actively advocat
ing the need for a new era of NAPP 
actiVity in the country. were the major 
motIvating force behind the organiza
tion of the workshop, with a clear idea 
to foster collaborative research in this 
important area. 

I1A has plans to probe the fundamen
tal issues like panty and time reversal 
symmetry in partIcle physics and the 
nature of electromagnetic vacuum, in its 
laboratories in the near future. There are 
other institutes like lISc, and RRI in 
Bangalore, BARC, Mumbai, CAT, In
dore, and NPL, Delhi where laser cool. 
ing experiments have been started with 
goals ranging from observation of 

Bose-EInsteIn condensatIOn to realIza
tion of high precIsIon atomic clocks. 
The experttse on laser coolIng of atoms 
and ions is only starting to get devel
oped m India. However there eXists a 
nch research tradItIon in modern optics 
and laser phYSICS. Therefore It was 
gratifYing to bnng together about 130 
physiCIsts from all parts of India, repre
senting all the major inslItutlOns inter
ested in modern atomIC phYSICS and 
optiCS for this week-long workshop. 

The scientIfic sessIOns started WIth an 
overview lecture by R. Cowslk on the 
paradigm of non-accelerator particle 
phYSICS In which he outlined the see
saw-like connectIOns between hIgh en
ergy phenomena and low energy probes. 
Martial Dueloy of the UnIVerSIty of 
Paris Nord gave an introductory lecture 
on Doppler-free spectroscopy, a subject 
that motivated some of the most re
markable developments In laser cooling 
techniques. This was followed by a 
more speCIfic lecture on Doppler-free 
spectroscopy of alkalI atoms, and In 
particular of sodium by K. K. Sharma 
(liT, Kanpur). Cohen-Tannoudji' s lec
ture on subrecoil laser coolIng and Levy 
statistics opened the faSCinating world 
of laser coolIng and Its technIques. The 
pioneer was the maestro and also the 
teacher. 

Claude Boccara (ESPCI, Paris) lec
tured on the VIRGO gravity wave proJ
ect, especially on the amazingly tIght 
optical tolerances required to achieve 
the goals and on methods to realIze and 
measure these, F. Vedel on trapping and 
cooling of ions, Includmg single IOns 
for applications like ultrastable atomic 
clocks, Bhanu P. Das (lIA, Bangalore) 
and PhilIppe JacquIer (LKB. Paris) on 
violations of the fundamental discrete 
symmetrIes, especially parity violation 
and related effects m atomiC systems. 
Parity violation experiments are of spe
cial mterest to Indian physicists work
mg in this area since there are two 
projects starting to probe violations of 
discrete symmetries in atomic systems. 
Also, there IS a body of leading theo
retical work on panty violation, anapole 
moment and the electnc dipole moment 
m atomic systems by the group of 
Bhanu Das at 1IA. Angom Dileep Singh 
represented this group and gave a talk 
on calculations of EDM and on some 
new experiments on EDM employing 
laser-cooled ytterbium atoms. Philippe 
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Jacquier also talked in detaIl about the 
ongoing expenment on parity vIolation 
pIoneered and pursued by Helene 
Bouchlat - the mother of partty viola
tion experiments In atoms - at the Kas
tler Brossel laboratory. The experiment 
uses a pump probe scheme and ampltfl
cation of the weak signal employing 
stimulated emISSIon. PIerre Giorieux 
(Universite de Lille) talked about cha
otic dynamIcs applied to lasers, cavities 
and coupled laser systems. He outlined 
how experiments using relatively cheap 
semiconductor and fibre lasers have 
revealed many interesting aspects of 
dynamics of light in cavities, whIch are 
of importance in applications. Fabien 
Bretenaker (Umversite de Rennes) 
talked about laser physics at Rennes, 
and gave a detaIled account of research 
on the fundamental hnewidth of lasers 
in non-HermItian cavity configurations. 
Alain Aspect gave a fascinating lecture 
on interaction of cold atoms WIth eva
nescent light fields and its applications 
to the study of short-range interactions 
like the Van der Waals forces. Martial 
Ducloy reviewed the extensIve work 
done at the University of Paris Nord on 
the study of modification of optical 
propertIes of atoms interacting with 
light near dielectric surfaces. The phe
nomena studied include Mie resonances 
of dielectric spheres and giant atom
dielectric forces with possibilities lead
ing to atom trapping. 

Nonlinear optics has a strong base in 
India, both in experiments and In the
ory. K. Rustagl (CAT, Indore) revIewed 
collective effects in nonlinear optical 
response and G. S. Agarwal (PRL, 
Ahmedabad) presented an overvIew on 
coherent control of resonant nonlinear 
optical processes. Rupamanjari Ghosh 
(JNU, DelhI) discussed methods of gen
erating non-classical states of light and 
their properties in a unified approach. 
R. R. Puri (BARC, Mumbai) and 
N. Nayak (SNBCBS, Calcutta) de
scribed theIr work on micromasers, an 
Important tool in experimental nonlinear 
optics and atomic physics especially in 
issues involving interaction of small 
number of photons with single atoms in 
ultra-high finesse cavities. S. Dutta 
Gupta (University of Hyderabad) talked 
of microspheres as cavities sustaining 
whispering gallery modes of very high 
Q values. Such cavities have become an 
important tool for probing issues con-

cernIng cavity quantum electrodynam
ics. 

Interaction of Intense laser fields WIth 
matter is an emerging field of expefl
mental research in India and an 
Indo-French workshop on thIS tOpIC is 
being planned by practitIOners of this 
field here. G. Ravmdra Kumar (TIFR, 
Mumbai) reviewed the topic and de
scribed several experiments in which 
intense lJght fields exceeding terra watts 
of power modify atomic behaviour be
yond levels not accessible by the per
turbation approach. One can foresee 
emergence of new phYSICS when such 
light fields are directed on single 
trapped ions or on ultra-cold atoms. 

Precision atomIc clocks are approach
ing the stability shown by pulsar clocks 
and the next generation technology in
volves ultra-cold clouds of atoms like 
cesium In zero gravity envIronment m a 
spacecraft or space station. The first 
effort in this direction, which is more or 
less tested and perfected In the labora
tory, is called PHARAO, an expenment 
Involving many French groups. Noel 
Dlmarq (Universite Pans-Sud, Orsay) 
described the compact, space compati
ble design and its implementatIon, and 
also discussed applicatIons of cold at
oms for the measurement of time, and 
gravitational and inertial accelerations. 

Bose-Einstein condensation In dIlute 
atomic gases and its applications were 
in focus in many talks. Coherent Jo
sephson tunneling between coupled 
BEC clouds was discussed by Srikanth 
Raghavan (University of Rochester) and 
Subhasis Sinha (IMSc, Chennai) dis
cussed collective excitations in the 
BEC. Marc Olivier Mews (LKB, Paris) 
described the expenmental techniques 
involved in achieving BEC, highlighting 
the example of alkali atoms. 

Laser cooling of atoms and ions is 
perfected to a stage whence these sys
tems are employed in many experiments 
to probe foundational aspects, espe
cially of quantum physics. The 
gedanken era has been converted to an 
era of realizable experiments through 
these advances, and naturally there were 
many talks on foundational aspects of 
quantum physics, spiced up by the pres
ence and active participation of Alain 
Aspect (Institut d' Optique, Orsay). N. 
D. Had Dass (lMSc, Chennai) talked 
about possibilities of using trapped ions 
for tests of quantum gravity and for 
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testing the controversIal concept of 
protective measurements. S. M. Roy 
(TIFR, Mumbai) discussed a causal 
quantum theory which is more realistIC 
than the de BroglJe-Bohm theory. The 
new theory has expenmentally testable 
predictions, which could be accessible 
with the new technology involving cold 
atoms and hght. Anu Venugopalan 
(PRL, Ahmedabad) talked about how 
mesoscopic superpositions evolve into 
classical-like states through decoher
ence with an example involving atoms 
in caVities. Apoorva Patel (IISc, Banga
lore) gave an overview of the emerging 
field of quantum computatIOn where 
advances in trapped ion technology are 
playing a major role. 

The IndJan ambItions in the area of 
laser cooling and trapping were repre
sented by several institutions including 
BARC, IISc, RRI, NPL, CAT and lIA. 
S. A. Ahmed, B. N. Jagtap and Pushpa 
Rao (BARC, Mumbai) outlmed the re
search planned by BARe In the areas of 
laser cooling of neutral atoms and trap
ping and cooling of ions. Vasant Natara
jan of lISc, Bangalore talked about an 
important application of laser cooled 
atoms - lithography. Santa Chawla 
(NPL, Deihl) described the NPL pro
gramme for building high stability 
atomic clocks employing laser-cooled 
cesium atoms. With possibilities of 
Indo-French collaboration, thIS Impor
tant programme of high preCIsion me
trology IS sure to gain considerable 
momentum if suffiCient funds become 
available. 

There were several talks on ongoing 
experiments in the frontier areas of laser 
cooling and trappIng. One of the excit
ing talks was on the attempt to trap and 
cool fermionic atoms (6Li) to obtain a 
degenerate fermionic gas of weakly 
interacting atoms in a trap. Marc Oliver 
Mewes described the motivations and 
also the experiments In progress at the 
Kastler Brossel Laboratory. 

Michele Leduc and Unnikrishnan 
(TIFR, Mumbai and IIA, Bangalore) 
described the experiments at ENS, Paris 
on laser cooling and trapping of helium 
4, and Indicated the future goals Iflclud
ing laser cooling of helium 3, study of 
cold atom collisions and possibility 
of Bose-Einstein condensation in he
lium 4. 

One of the major attractions of the 
workshop was the three public lectures 
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by the visiting French phYSIcists, all of 
whom have made pioneerIng contrIbu
tions. Claude Cohen-TannoudJi talked 
about manipulatIon of atoms by light at 
the NIAS auditorium, in the Academy 
Lecture organized by the Indian Acad
emy of Sciences. He was welcomed and 
introduced as the latest Honorary fellow 
of the Academy. A day later, the audi
torium at RRI overflowed with enthusi
astic students and sCIentists to ltsten to 
the inimitable Alain Aspect talking 
about his famous experIments on the 
EPR problem and Bell's mequality. The 
third pubhc lecture was given by Mich
ele Leduc at IIA on an Important devel-
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opment in medical imaging of lungs and 
cavities, a technological breakthrough 
from her group's extensIve research on 
helium 3. The magnetIc resonance imag
ing technIque emplOYIng optically spin 
polarized helium 3 could be a major 
tool tn dIagnosis and treatment of lung 
diseases. 

The afternoon on the last day of the 
workshop was dedIcated to a discussIOn 
on future collaborative research between 
IndIan and French laboratories. P. G. S. 
Mony, Director, IFCPAR outlmed the 
procedure for proposing collaborative 
programmes and offered cooperation 
and support. Several definIte proposals 

were dIscussed, and these are expected 
to be followed up this year In the 
commg years several fruitful collabora
tIOns between the French and IndIan 
scientists are expected to come up, 
which ""auld fulfil the goals of the pres
ent workshop. 

C. S. Unnikrishnan (with help from 
colleagues at the NAPP laboratory, 
IIA, Bangalore) Tata Institute of Fun
damental Research, Mumbai 400005, 
and Indian InstItute of AstrophYSICS, 
Bangalore 560 034, India 
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